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Comprehending as well as settlement even more than additional will pay for each
success. next-door to, the statement as capably as perception of this Portfolio
Solutions Llc can be taken as without diﬃculty as picked to act.

KEY=PORTFOLIO - MELANY DILLON
THE ETF BOOK
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT EXCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
John Wiley & Sons Exchange-traded funds (ETFs) are revolutionizing the
investmentindustry. From their introduction in 1993, ETFs have
expandedexponentially over the past ﬁfteen years. You, as an
informedinvestor, need to know what makes ETFs unique, how they work,
andwhich funds may help you achieve your ﬁnancial goals. The
updatededition provides the most current look at the ETF market, where
thenumber of funds has doubled since the book ﬁrst published inDecember
2007. A huge number of bonds funds, commodities funds,currency funds,
leverage and short funds have been introduced. Inaddition, actively
managed ETFs are here now, and some major mutualfund companies, like
Fidelity and PIMCO, are getting into themarket. Remarkably, the
terminology in the ETP marketplace is alsoevolving at a rapid pace. The
acronym ETP for exchange-tradedproduct has become an industry
standard. The term did not exist twoyears ago. Written by veteran ﬁnancial
professional and experienced authorRichard Ferri, The ETF Book, Updated
Edition gives you a broad anddeep understanding of this important
investment vehicle andprovides you with the tools needed to successfully
integrateexchange-traded funds into any portfolio. This detailed, yet
clearly articulated guide contains the mostup-to-date information on
navigating the growing number of ETFsavailable in today's marketplace.
Divided into four comprehensiveparts, this guide addresses everything
from ETF basics and in-depthfund analysis to the tax beneﬁts of using
ETFs. Included are avariety of portfolio management strategies using ETFs
and examplesof diﬀerent model portfolios that you can easily adapt to your
owninvestment endeavors. Whether you're just getting started or are a
seasoned ETF investor,The ETF Book, Updated Edition will help enhance
your understandingof this evolving ﬁeld by: Examining the fundamental
diﬀerences between exchange-tradedportfolios Highlighting how to
eﬀectively implement a wide selection ofETFs?from Exploring speciﬁc ETF
strategies?from buy and hold to markettiming and sector rotation
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Introducing Index Strategy Boxes?a new way to understand
indexconstruction and how a fund is investing your money And much more
Each chapter of The ETF Book, Updated Edition oﬀers concisecoverage of
various issues. It is ﬁlled with in-depth insights ondiﬀerent types of ETFs
and practical advice on how to select andmanage them. The appendixes
are an added beneﬁt, oﬀering an ETFResource List, which will point you to
more places for informationon these structures, and a detailed Glossary to
help you withindustry-speciﬁc deﬁnitions. The ETF Book, Updated Edition is
an invaluable road map fordeveloping a winning investment strategy.
Armed with the knowledgefound throughout these pages, you'll be
prepared to build a solidportfolio of ETFs that will beneﬁt you for years to
come.

ALL ABOUT ASSET ALLOCATION
THE EASY WAY TO GET STARTED
McGraw-Hill All About Asset Allocation goes beyond sound-bite ﬁnancial
columns and TV programs to explain asset allocation in terms that anyone
can under- stand. Using a concise style, it features straight- forward
explanations of asset allocation, a review of the asset allocation process,
and guidelines for implementing strategies and programs.

7TWELVE
A DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO WITH A PLAN
John Wiley & Sons A proven way to put together a portfolio that enhances
performance and reduces risk Professor Craig Israelsen of Brigham Young
University is an important voice in the area of asset allocation. The reason?
He keeps things simple. Now, in 7Twelve, he shows you how to do the
same, and demonstrates how his approach to investing can help you grow
your money as well as protect it. 7Twelve outlines a multi-asset balanced
portfolio that is a logical starting point when assembling a portfolio-either
as the blueprint for the entire portfolio or as a signiﬁcant building block.
Page by page, he will show you how to create a balanced portfolio utilizing
multiple asset classes to enhance performance and reduce risk. Discusses
how the 7Twelve portfolio includes seven core asset classes and utilizes
twelve speciﬁc mutual funds or exchange traded funds Details the tax
eﬃciency of this speciﬁc investment approach Shows you how to use the
7Twelve portfolio as a pre-retirement accumulation portfolio or a postretirement distribution portfolio If you want to build a well-balanced, multiasset portfolio, 7Twelve is the book for you.

THE BOGLEHEADS' GUIDE TO INVESTING
John Wiley & Sons
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ALL ABOUT ASSET ALLOCATION, SECOND EDITION
McGraw Hill Professional WHEN IT COMES TO INVESTING FOR YOUR
FUTURE, THERE'S ONLY ONE SURE BET—ASSET ALLOCATION THE EASY WAY
TO GET STARTED Everything You Need to Know About How To: Implement a
smart asset allocation strategy Diversify your investments with stocks,
bonds, real estate, and other classes Change your allocation and lock in
gains Trying to outwit the market is a bad gamble. If you're serious about
investing for the long run, you have to take a no-nonsense, businesslike
approach to your portfolio. In addition to covering all the basics, this new
edition of All About Asset Allocation includes timely advice on: Learning
which investments work well together and why Selecting the right mutual
funds and ETFs Creating an asset allocation that’s right for your needs
Knowing how and when to change an allocation Understanding target-date
mutual funds "All About Asset Allocation oﬀers advice that is both prudent
and practical--keep it simple, diversify, and, above all, keep your expenses
low--from an author who both knows how vital asset allocation is to
investment success and, most important, works with real people." -- John
C. Bogle, founder and former CEO, The Vanguard Group "With All About
Asset Allocation at your side, you'll be executing a sound investment plan,
using the best materials and wearing the best safety rope that money can
buy." -- William Bernstein, founder, Eﬃ cientFrontier.com, and author, The
Intelligent Asset Allocator

ALL ABOUT INDEX FUNDS
McGraw Hill Professional ALL ABOUT . . . SERIES All About INDEX FUNDS
Index mutual funds routinely outperform 80 percent of managed funds,
and more investors than ever are embracing index funds to eliminate the
anxiety and expense of trying to "beat the market." All About Index Funds
covers aspects including key beneﬁts of index fund investing, how to
create a custom index fund that suits speciﬁc investing needs, eﬀective
portfolio techniques and model portfolios, and more.

ASSET DEDICATION
HOW TO GROW WEALTHY WITH THE NEXT GENERATION OF ASSET
ALLOCATION
McGraw Hill Professional The ﬁrst book to close the perilous gaps in—and
enhance the performance of—asset allocation Asset allocation is one of
today’s bestknown investment approaches. Problem is, its major
precept—that a magic-number, ﬁxed-percentage asset mix will provide
superior results for investors who have dramatically diﬀerent goals and
needs—is scientiﬁcally unproven and fundamentally ﬂawed. Asset
Dedication updates the asset allocation model, outlining a seven-step
process designed to more eﬀectively meet the real needs of real investors.
Showing investors how to design low-risk portfolios that more accurately
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and successfully dedicate assets, this breakthrough book helps investors
ﬁll in the gaps inherent to asset allocation by demonstrating: Techniques
for ascertaining the best asset mix by determining individual needs and
goals How asset dedication provides superior protection against inﬂation
and market risk Investing strategies for the three investment life
phases—accumulation, distribution, and transfer

WHO WAS LOUIS BRAILLE?
Penguin Louis Braille certainly wasn't your average teenager. Blind from
the age of four, he was only ﬁfteen when in 1824 he invented a reading
system that converted printed words into columns of raised dots. Through
touch, Braille opened the world of books to the sightless, and almost two
hundred years later, no one has ever improved upon his simple, brilliant
idea.

THE NEW SCIENCE OF ASSET ALLOCATION
RISK MANAGEMENT IN A MULTI-ASSET WORLD
Wiley A feasible asset allocation framework for the post 2008 ﬁnancial
world Asset allocation has long been a cornerstone of prudent investment
management; however, traditional allocation plans failed investors
miserably in 2008. Asset allocation still remains an essential part of the
investment arena, and through a new approach, you'll discover how to
make it work. In The New Science of Asset Allocation, authors Thomas
Schneeweis, Garry Crowder, and Hossein Kazemi ﬁrst explore the myths
that plague this ﬁeld then quickly move on to examine how the practice of
asset allocation has failed in recent years. They then propose new
allocation models that employ liquidity, transparency, and real risk
controls across multiple asset classes. Outlines a new approach to asset
allocation in a post-2008 world, where risk seems hidden The "great
manager" problem is examined with solutions on how to capture manager
alpha while limiting downside risk A complete case study is presented that
allocates for beta and alpha Written by an experienced team of industry
leaders and academic experts, The New Science of Asset Allocation
explains how you can eﬀectively apply this approach to a ﬁnancial world
that continues to change.

INVESTING IN CREDIT HEDGE FUNDS: AN IN-DEPTH GUIDE TO
BUILDING YOUR PORTFOLIO AND PROFITING FROM THE CREDIT
MARKET
McGraw Hill Professional THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO CREATING A POWERFUL
STRATEGY FOR INVESTMENTS IN CREDIT HEDGE FUNDS Following the credit
crisis that rocked the global markets, many investors were left with a great
sense of unease. However, when faced with historically low interest rates
in a world awash with liquidity, they ﬂocked back into the credit market.
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But this wave of liquidity will soon come to an end. Investors are grappling
with their need for return generation while trying to navigate an
increasingly volatile credit market. Given its inherent ﬂexibility, the hedge
fund structure is ideal for investing in the credit market. In Investing in
Credit Hedge Funds, PAAMCO credit strategist Putri Pascualy shows how to
proﬁt from a variety of credit-focused investments, including: HIGH-YIELD
BONDS - Capitalize on the ineﬃciencies in the market for levered
companies STRESSED / DISTRESSED MARKETS - Develop mastery of the
bankruptcy and reorganization processes to spot your best opportunities
BANK LOANS - Take advantage of loans' structural seniority and collateral
while navigating credit, liquidity, and operational risk CONVERTIBLE
BONDS - Apply trading acumen to invest in hybrid instruments that
combine the best features of bonds and equities SOVEREIGN DEBT Understand the diﬀerence between the corporate and sovereign bond
market and manage the macroeconomic risks in a credit portfolio Investing
in Credit Hedge Funds provides in-depth research on the most commonly
used structuring vehicles, the legal rights and responsibilities of all
parties, and the pros and cons of separately managed accounts. It provides
practical, expert advice on conducting operational due diligence and best
practices in mitigating counterparty risks to avoid the fates of those who
suﬀered losses as Bear Stearns, Lehman Brothers, and MF Global went
down. And it reveals practical risk-management techniques unique to
credit investing. Investing in Credit Hedge Funds provides a fully rounded
education in creating a powerful credit portfolio that will instantly put you
ahead of the investing pack. PRAISE FOR INVESTING IN CREDIT HEDGE
FUNDS "Read this book if you want to understand how a leading hedge
fund-of-fund investor evaluates distressed credit opportunities in the
aftermath of the ﬁnancial crisis." --Bruce Brittain, Executive Vice President,
Product Management Group, PIMCO "Arms the institutional investor with
the tools to conduct a more robust evaluation of a credit hedge fund's
strategy, structure, and operational credibility. It is a practical resource for
the diversiﬁed institutional investor." -- Susan Ridlen, Assistant Treasurer,
Eli Lilly and Company "Provides insight for investors to become more
equipped to deal with the ever-evolving credit markets in the future." -Lorraine Spurge, CEO of Maplestone Capital Advisors, LLC

OPTIMIZING CORPORATE PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
ALIGNING INVESTMENT PROPOSALS WITH ORGANIZATIONAL
STRATEGY
John Wiley & Sons If where an organization allocates its resources
determines its strategy, why is it that so few companies actively manage
the resource allocation process? "Optimizing Corporate Portfolio
Management: Aligning Investment Proposals with Organizational Strategy"
goes beyond platitudes about why you should use corporate portfolio
management (CPM) by oﬀering a practical methodology to bring this
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powerful discipline to your organization. "Optimizing Corporate Portfolio
Management" takes an expansive view of where CPM can be utilized by
demonstrating that it can be used across any business line, product group
or functional area, e.g., IT, R&D, innovation, marketing, salesforce, capital
expenditure, etc. CPM is appropriate anywhere discretionary investments
are being selected and executed. As a result, other terms used to describe
portfolio management such as IT portfolio management, enterprise
portfolio management, and project portfolio management are all merely
subsets or slices of CPM. The book is written by Anand Sanwal, an expert
on CPM, who has led American Express' CPM discipline (referred to as
American Express Investment Optimization). American Express' CPM eﬀorts
are widely recognized as the most extensive, substantial and progressive
deployment of CPM across any organization. Sanwal avoids academic
theories and consultant jargon to ultimately deliver pragmatic and proven
recommendations on how to make CPM a reality. The book features a
foreword by Gary Crittenden, former CFO and EVP of American Express,
and several case studies from leading ﬁnancial services, technology, and
government organizations utilizing CPM. Additionally, the book has
received signiﬁcant praise from thought leaders at Google, HP, American
Express, The CFO Executive Board, Gartner, Accenture Marketing Sciences,
The Wharton School of Business and many others.

COMMON SENSE INVESTING
TEN SIMPLE RULES TO FINANCE YOUR DREAMS, OR CREATE A
ROADMAP TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE BY INVESTING IN
MUTUAL FUNDS WITH
Growthconnection, LLC Learn basic ﬁnancial concepts to make it more
likely that you'll achieve common life goals such as owning a home,
providing for yourself or your family, taking fun vacations, and retiring in
comfort--all free from ﬁnancial stress. Topics include: The ten rules to
successful investing How to write a personal investment plan How to
diversify your investments How to know a good mutual fund How to be a
tax-savvy investor The 108-page book (17,000 words and 52 pictures)
teaches beginners learn how to invest money for both short- and long-term
goals. Learn the basics that everyone needs to know about investment
products like stock, bonds, and mutual funds, and the containers that hold
those products, like IRAs, 401(k), Roth IRA, and taxable accounts. Learn
why Warren Buﬀett, John C. Bogle, and most professional investors
recommend that 99% of investors should use low-cost mutual funds called
index funds. Learn what they are, what this means, and why they win. John
C. Bogle, founder and former chairman of The Vanguard Group, is hailed by
many as the champion of common sense investing. His huge following
endearingly call themselves "Bogleheads" in perhaps the most popular
personal investment forum and wiki site at bogleheads.org. ""Common
Sense Investing" captures the core elements of the Bogleheads investment
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philosophy in terms any investor can easily understand and implement.
Read it and reap!" writes Forbes columnist, Mel Lindauer--also one of the
original Boglehead founders. Many of the tips include examples of how
people put the important concepts into practice. Instructional appendixes
include: numerous links to free online videos, recommended books, help
forums, and other resources. Author Rick Van Ness is a successful private
investor who provides investor education through online videos, short
books, and workshops. He has both an engineering degree from Cornell
University and a MBA in Finance from New York University. Praise from
professional money managers, academics, and respected authors: "Here
are 10 simple, easy to follow, and proven investing rules. Investing an hour
reading this short book will make you a better investor." --Burton G.
Malkiel, Princeton University, Professor of Economics Author: "A Random
Walk Down Wall Street" "Crisp, simple, and irrefutably great investment
advice." --Allan S. Roth, CBS MoneyWatch columnist Author: "Dare To Be
Dull" "Hide this book in a safe place because grossly overpaid investment
advisors are burning every copy they can ﬁnd." --Rick Ferri, CFA, President,
Portfolio Solutions LLC Author: "All About Asset Allocation, All About Index
Funds, "and others. "Rick has produced a masterful ﬁnancial guide for
beginning investors and old hands alike. If you want to get started
investing the right way, this book provides the clarity and backbone to
achieve your ﬁnancial destiny." --Bill Schultheis, Financial Adviser,
Soundmark Wealth Management, LLC Author: "The New Coﬀeehouse
Investor" "Rick has provided a great service. In terms that the novice
investor can understand, he provides ten simple rules that provide the
prescription for investment success. In fact, if you follow his rules you are
virtually guaranteed to outperform the majority of investors, both
individual and professionals alike." --Larry Swedroe, Principal and Director
of Research, Buckingham Family of Financial Services Author of eleven
books on investing

THE POWER OF PASSIVE INVESTING
MORE WEALTH WITH LESS WORK
John Wiley & Sons A practical guide to passive investing Time and again,
individual investors discover, all too late, that actively picking stocks is a
loser's game. The alternative lies with index funds. This passive form of
investing allows you to participate in the markets relatively cheaply while
prospering all the more because the money saved on investment expenses
stays in your pocket. In his latest book, investment expert Richard Ferri
shows you how easy and accessible index investing is. Along the way, he
highlights how successful you can be by using this passive approach to
allocate funds to stocks, bonds, and other prudent asset classes.
Addresses the advantages of index funds over portfolios that are actively
managed Oﬀers insights on index-based funds that provide exposure to
designated broad markets and don't make bets on individual securities
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Ferri is also author of the Wiley title: The ETF Book and co-author of The
Bogleheads' Guide to Retirement Planning If you're looking for a productive
investment approach that won't take all of your time to implement, then
The Power of Passive Investing is the book you need to read.

THE SUPERNOVA ADVISOR
CROSSING THE INVISIBLE BRIDGE TO EXCEPTIONAL CLIENT SERVICE
AND CONSISTENT GROWTH
John Wiley & Sons The Supernova Model is a client service, client
acquisition, and practice management model that drives an explosive
acceleration in revenue and client satisfaction by capitalizing upon the
80/20 Rule. First implemented by ﬁnancial advisors at Merrill Lynch—under
the leadership of author Rob Knapp—it has grown increasingly popular
within the ﬁnancial services industry. The Supernova Advisor skillfully
outlines this proven model and reveals how it can be used to create an
exceptional experience for your clients, while signiﬁcantly growing your
business.

THE INSURED PORTFOLIO
YOUR GATEWAY TO STRESS-FREE GLOBAL INVESTMENTS
John Wiley & Sons How to safely, easily, and as tax eﬃciently as possible
diversify and hedge against the dollar’s fall It's no secret–the U.S. economy
is in crisis mode, threatening everything from personal savings to our
overall prosperity as a nation. Panicking is not the answer. Having a clear
game plan is. In this environment, investors must protect themselves from
the immense ﬁnancial uncertainties they face as a saver or an investor in
the 21st Century. Investors need solid information about ways to
recession-proof their retirement and investment portfolios. The Insured
Portfolio oﬀers that guidance revealing the major ﬁnancial threats the 21st
Century Saver and Investor faces and showing them how to build a strong
portfolio and protect their assets. Written in smart, engaging prose, the
book: Details ways to invest overseas, and speciﬁcally–how to use
international private placement policies as a way to protect assets and
reduce taxes Provides investors with the tips and tools needed to proﬁt
overseas with insurance, including how to bypass the international
restrictions often used to keep investors from seeking opportunities in
other countries For those seeking customized asset protection, a dollar
hedge, global investment diversiﬁcation, tax privileged growth and estate
planning, there is not another single solution on the market today that can
achieve all of these objectives at once better than The Insured Portfolio.

THE ETF BOOK
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ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT EXCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
John Wiley & Sons Written by veteran ﬁnancial professional and
experienced author Richard Ferri, The ETF Book gives you a broad and
deep understanding of this important investment vehicle and provides you
with the tools needed to successfully integrate exchange-traded funds into
any portfolio. Each chapter of The ETF Book oﬀers concise coverage of
various issues and is ﬁlled with in-depth insights on diﬀerent types of ETFs
as well as practical advice on how to select and manage them.

THE BOGLEHEADS' GUIDE TO RETIREMENT PLANNING
John Wiley & Sons The Bogleheads are back-with retirement planning
advice for those who need it! Whatever your current ﬁnancial situation,
you must continue to strive for a viable retirement plan by ﬁnding the most
eﬀective ways to save, the best accounts to save in, and the right amount
to save, as well as understanding how to insure against setbacks and
handle the uncertainties of a shaky economy. Fortunately, the Bogleheads,
a group of like-minded individual investors who follow the general
investment and business beliefs of John C. Bogle, are here to help. Filled
with valuable advice on a wide range of retirement planning issues,
including some pearls of wisdom from Bogle himself, The Bogleheads'
Guide to Retirement Planning has everything you need to succeed at this
endeavor. Explains the diﬀerent types of savings accounts and retirement
plans Oﬀers insights on managing and funding your retirement accounts
Details eﬃcient withdrawal strategies that could help you maintain a
comfortable retirement lifestyle Addresses essential estate planning and
gifting issues With The Bogleheads' Guide to Retirement Planning, you'll
discover exactly what it takes to secure your ﬁnancial future, today.

EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS
John Wiley & Sons Exchange traded funds, one of the most exciting new
classes of funds, provide investors with an opportunity to get the beneﬁts
of individual stocks at the lower costs associated with mutual funds.
Although they are a very new type of fund (they were ﬁrst introduced in
1993), ETFs have nearly 100 billion in assets under management. Written
by senior editors Jim Wiandt and Will McClatchy at IndexFunds.com,
Exchange Traded Funds clearly explains this exciting class of funds for
savvy individual investors and investment professionals alike. The authors
provide a frank appraisal of the advantages of exchange traded funds
including low management fees and lower capital gains taxes. They
acquaint readers with the full range of what's available, and provide
valuable information on evaluating the funds' usefulness and performance.
They also describe proven strategies for using exchange traded funds to
balance investment portfolios and manage long-term and short-term risk.
IndexFunds.com is a Web site devoted to index funds. It currently hosts
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more than 100,000 visitors each month.

THE BOGLEHEADS' GUIDE TO INVESTING
John Wiley & Sons The irreverent guide to investing, Boglehead style The
Boglehead's Guide to Investing is a DIY handbook that espouses the sage
investment wisdom of John C. Bogle. This witty and wonderful book oﬀers
contrarian advice that provides the ﬁrst step on the road to investment
success, illustrating how relying on typical "common sense" promoted by
Wall Street is destined to leave you poorer. This updated edition includes
new information on backdoor Roth IRAs and ETFs as mainstream buy and
hold investments, estate taxes and gifting, plus changes to the laws
regarding Traditional and Roth IRAs, and 401k and 403b retirement plans.
With warnings and principles both precisely accurate and grandly
counterintuitive, the Boglehead authors show how beating the market is a
zero-sum game. Investing can be simple, but it's certainly not simplistic.
Over the course of twenty years, the followers of John C. Bogle have
evolved from a loose association of investors to a major force with the
largest and most active non-commercial ﬁnancial forum on the Internet.
The Boglehead's Guide to Investing brings that communication to you with
comprehensive guidance to the investment prowess on display at
Bogleheads.org. You'll learn how to craft your own investment strategy
using the Bogle-proven methods that have worked for thousands of
investors, and how to: Choose a sound ﬁnancial lifestyle and diversify your
portfolio Start early, invest regularly, and know what you're buying
Preserve your buying power, keeping costs and taxes low Throw out the
"good" advice promoted by Wall Street that leads to investment failure
Financial markets are essentially closed systems in which one's gain
garners another's loss. Investors looking for a roadmap to successfully
navigating these choppy waters long-term will ﬁnd expert guidance, sound
advice, and a little irreverent humor in The Boglehead's Guide to Investing.

GOD'S SPECIAL PLAN
Tyndale Kids God's Special Plan lets children experience the Bible in much
the same way that Jesus taught--with hands-on lessons and illustrations.
The stories of Moses, Joshua, Gideon, and Ruth are adapted from the easyto-read and understand New Living Translation so kids will be reading
actual Scripture. Each story in this collection focuses on a speciﬁc Bible
point through activities that use common household items to help children
remember the lessons. With more than 1 million books and Bibles sold in
the popular Hands-On brand, this colorful book will provide hours of fun to
help children grow closer to God as they learn about the Bible.

MANAGING INVESTMENT PORTFOLIOS
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A DYNAMIC PROCESS
John Wiley & Sons "A rare blend of a well-organized, comprehensive guide
to portfolio management and a deep, cutting-edge treatment of the key
topics by distinguished authors who have all practiced what they preach.
The subtitle, A Dynamic Process, points to the fresh, modern ideas that
sparkle throughout this new edition. Just reading Peter Bernstein's
thoughtful Foreword can move you forward in your thinking about this
critical subject." —Martin L. Leibowitz, Morgan Stanley "Managing
Investment Portfolios remains the deﬁnitive volume in explaining
investment management as a process, providing organization and
structure to a complex, multipart set of concepts and procedures. Anyone
involved in the management of portfolios will beneﬁt from a careful
reading of this new edition." —Charles P. Jones, CFA, Edwin Gill Professor
of Finance, College of Management, North Carolina State University

UNDIVERSIFIED
THE BIG GENDER SHORT IN INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Columbia University Press Diversiﬁcation is a core principle of investing.
Yet money managers have not applied it to their own ranks. Only around
10 percent of portfolio managers—the people most directly responsible for
investing your money—are female, and the numbers are even worse at the
ownership level. What are the causes of this underrepresentation, and
what are its consequences—including for ﬁrms’ and clients’ bottom lines?
In Undiversiﬁed, experienced practitioners Ellen Carr and Katrina Dudley
examine the lack of women in investment management and propose
solutions to improve the imbalance. They explore the barriers that subtly
but eﬀectively discourage women from entering and staying in the industry
at each point in the pipeline. At the entry level, the lack of visible role
models discourages students from considering the ﬁeld, and those who do
embark on an investment management career face many obstacles to
retention and promotion. Carr and Dudley highlight the importance of
informal knowledge about how to navigate career tracks, without which
women are left at a disadvantage in an industry that lionizes conﬁdence.
They showcase a diverse constellation of successful female portfolio
managers to demystify the profession. Drawing on wide-ranging research,
interviews with prospective, current, and former industry practitioners,
and the authors’ own experiences, Undiversiﬁed makes a compelling case
that increasing the number of women could help transform active
investment management at a time when it is under threat from passive
strategies and technological innovation.

FEDERAL REGISTER
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THE NEW MANAGED ACCOUNT SOLUTIONS HANDBOOK
HOW TO BUILD YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISORY PRACTICE USING
MANAGED ACCOUNT SOLUTIONS
John Wiley & Sons Industry experts share their insight and tell you why:
Uniﬁed managed accounts represent the future of the managed money
industry. "No other platform oﬀers so many options and can be customized
to meet the needs of so many diﬀerent types of investors," says one of the
nation's most prominent money managers. "We are able to address a wide
variety of investment needs with a single product." (Chapter Mutual fund
wrap accounts are enjoying a resurgence in popularity. "With mutual fund
advisory accounts, advisors can develop a consolidated strategy for their
clients utilizing mutual funds," explains one top executive at a leading
investment bank. "Investors know that proper asset allocation produces
better results." (Chapter 3) Exchange-traded funds have exploded in
popularity with clients and advisors. "ETFs have changed the landscape by
oﬀering ﬁnancial advisors a new way to diversify their clients' portfolios,"
says the national sales manager of one of the world's largest ETF
providers. "Advisors can fully diversify across all asset classes." (Chapter
4) Client demand is fueling the growth of alternative investments. "Larger
clients are asking for these types of investments," says one director of
investment consulting solutions at one of America's largest banks.
"Diversiﬁcation to minimize risk is the key incentive for adding alternative
investments to a portfolio." (Chapter 4) They'll also teach you how to: *
Determine if managed account solutions are right for you, your practice,
and your clients * Transform your ﬁnancial advisory practice into a wealth
management business * Diﬀerentiate yourself from other advisors *
Develop a recurring revenue stream that will enable you to grow your
business * Attract new clients and capture additional assets from existing
clients * Conduct successful client meetings and host seminars that get
results * Position yourself as a provider of managed account solutions and
partner eﬀectively with other advisors, allied professionals, and the media

IT (INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY) PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT STEP-BYSTEP
UNLOCKING THE BUSINESS VALUE OF TECHNOLOGY
John Wiley & Sons Praise for IT Portfolio Management Step-by-Step "Bryan
Maizlish and Robert Handler bring their deep experience in IT 'value
realization' to one of the most absent of all IT management practices-portfolio management. They capture the essence of universally proven
investment practices and apply them to the most diﬃcult of challenges-returning high strategic and dollar payoﬀs from an enterprise's IT
department. The reader will ﬁnd many new and rewarding insights to
making their IT investments ﬁnally return market leading results." --John C.
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Reece, Chairman and CEO, John C. Reece & Associates, LLC Former deputy
commissioner for modernization and CIO of the IRS "IT Portfolio
Management describes in great detail the critical aspects, know-how,
practical examples, key insights, and best practices to improve operational
eﬃciency, corporate agility, and business competitiveness. It eloquently
illustrates the methods of building and integrating a portfolio of IT
investments to ensure the realization of maximum value and beneﬁt, and
to fully leverage the value of all IT assets. Whether you are getting started
or building on your initial success in IT portfolio management, this book
will provide you information on how to build and implement an eﬀective IT
portfolio management strategy." --David Mitchell, President and CEO,
webMethods, Inc. "I found IT Portfolio Management very easy to read, and
it highlights many of the seminal aspects and best practices from ﬁnancial
portfolio management. It is an important book for executive, business, and
IT managers." --Michael J. Montgomery, President, Montgomery & Co. "IT
Portfolio Management details a comprehensive framework and process
showing how to align business and IT for superior value. Maizlish and
Handler have the depth of experience, knowledge, and insight needed to
tackle the challenges and opportunities companies face in optimizing their
IT investment portfolios. This is an exceptionally important book for
executive leadership and IT business managers, especially those wanting
to build a process-managed enterprise." --Peter Fingar, Executive Partner
Greystone Group, coauthor of The Real-Time Enterprise and Business
Process Management (BPM): The Third Wave "A must-read for the non-IT
manager who needs to understand the complexity and challenges of
managing an IT portfolio. The portfolio management techniques, analysis
tools, and planning can be applied to any project or function." --Richard
"Max" Maksimoski, Senior Director R&D, The Scotts Company "This book
provides an excellent framework and real-world based approach for
implementing IT portfolio management. It is a must-read for every CIO staﬀ
considering how to strategically and operationally impact their company's
bottom line." --Donavan R. Hardenbrook, New Product Development
Professional, Intel Corporation

EXPECTED RETURNS
AN INVESTOR'S GUIDE TO HARVESTING MARKET REWARDS
John Wiley & Sons This comprehensive reference delivers a toolkit for
harvesting market rewards from a wide range of investments. Written by a
world-renowned industry expert, the reference discusses how to forecast
returns under diﬀerent parameters. Expected returns of major asset
classes, investment strategies, and the eﬀects of underlying risk factors
such as growth, inﬂation, liquidity, and diﬀerent risk perspectives, are also
explained. Judging expected returns requires balancing historical returns
with both theoretical considerations and current market conditions.
Expected Returns provides extensive empirical evidence, surveys of risk-
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based and behavioral theories, and practical insights.

INVESTMENT LEADERSHIP AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
THE PATH TO SUCCESSFUL STEWARDSHIP FOR INVESTMENT FIRMS
John Wiley & Sons An industry leader candidly examines the role of
investment leadership in portfolio management Investment Leadership &
Portfolio Management provides a top down analysis of successful
strategies, structures, and actions that create an environment that leads
to strong macro investment performance and rewarding investor
outcomes. By examining how to manage and lead an investment ﬁrm
through successful investment decision-making processes and actions, this
book reveals what it will take to succeed in a radically changed investment
landscape. From ﬁrm governance and ﬁrm structure-for single capability,
multi-capability, and investment and product ﬁrms-to culture, strategy,
vision, and execution, authors Brian Singer, Barry Mandinach, and Greg
Fedorinchik touch upon key topics including the diﬀerences between
leading and managing; investment philosophy, process, and portfolio
construction; communication and transparency; and ethics and integrity.
Leadership issues in investment ﬁrms are a serious concern, and this book
addresses those concerns Details the strong correlation between
excellence in investment leadership and excellence in portfolio
management Written by a group of experienced professionals in the ﬁeld,
including the Chairman of the CFA Institute Board of Governors
Understanding how to operate in today's dynamic investment environment
is critical. Investment Leadership & Portfolio Management contains the
insights and information needed to make signiﬁcant strides in this dynamic
arena.

HOW TO SELECT INVESTMENT MANAGERS AND EVALUATE
PERFORMANCE
A GUIDE FOR PENSION FUNDS, ENDOWMENTS, FOUNDATIONS, AND
TRUSTS
John Wiley & Sons An informative guide to selecting and evaluating
external investment professionals This book-one of the very few of its kindis an invaluable aid to trustees of pension plans, endowments, and trusts
who seek to chart and navigate courses for governing and overseeing the
investment of the trillions of dollars under their care. It covers many
aspects of this essential endeavor, including return measures, ﬁxed income
and duration, manager searches, committee meetings, and much more. G.
Timothy Haight (Atherton, CA) is President of Menlo College in Silicon
Valley. Stephen O. Morrell, PhD (Coral Springs, FL) is Professor at Andreas
School of Business of Barry University. Glenn Ross (Baltimore, MD) is a
Managing Director and cofounder of Archstone Portfolio Solutions.
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THE GREAT MUTUAL FUND TRAP
HOW AMERICANS ARE LOSING BILLIONS TO THE MUTUAL FUND AND
BROKERAGE INDUSTRIES-- AND HOW YOU CAN EARN MORE WITH
LESS RISK
Currency Convinced that your star mutual fund manager will help you beat
the market? Eager to hear the latest stock picking advice on CNBC?
FORGET ABOUT IT! The Great Mutual Fund Trap shows that the average
mutual fund consistently underperforms the market, and that strategies
for picking above-average funds -- everything from past performance to
expert rankings -- are useless. Picking individual stocks on the advice of
brokers and analysts works no better. The only sure things are the fees
and commissions you’ll pay. Fortunately, the news is not all bad. Investors
willing to ignore the constant drumbeat of “trade frequently,” “trust the
experts,” and “beat the market” now have the opportunity to do better.
Using new investing products investors can earn higher returns with lower
risks. Drawing on their years of Wall Street, Treasury and Federal Reserve
experience, Gary Gensler and Gregory Baer oﬀer a fresh and realistic look
at how money is managed in America. From new indexing strategies to
risk-managed stock selection, The Great Mutual Fund Trap oﬀers investors
an escape from high costs and immunity from seductive marketing
messages.

A WEALTH OF COMMON SENSE
WHY SIMPLICITY TRUMPS COMPLEXITY IN ANY INVESTMENT PLAN
John Wiley & Sons A simple guide to a smarter strategy for the individual
investor A Wealth of Common Sense sheds a refreshing light on investing,
and shows you how a simplicity-based framework can lead to better
investment decisions. The ﬁnancial market is a complex system, but that
doesn't mean it requires a complex strategy; in fact, this false premise is
the driving force behind many investors' market "mistakes." Information is
important, but understanding and perspective are the keys to better
decision-making. This book describes the proper way to view the markets
and your portfolio, and show you the simple strategies that make investing
more proﬁtable, less confusing, and less time-consuming. Without the
burden of short-term performance benchmarks, individual investors have
the advantage of focusing on the long view, and the freedom to construct
the kind of portfolio that will serve their investment goals best. This book
proves how complex strategies essentially waste these advantages, and
provides an alternative game plan for those ready to simplify. Complexity
is often used as a mechanism for talking investors into unnecessary
purchases, when all most need is a deeper understanding of conventional
options. This book explains which issues you actually should pay attention
to, and which ones are simply used for an illusion of intelligence and
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control. Keep up with—or beat—professional money managers Exploit stock
market volatility to your utmost advantage Learn where advisors and
consultants ﬁt into smart strategy Build a portfolio that makes sense for
your particular situation You don't have to outsmart the market if you can
simply outperform it. Cut through the confusion and noise and focus on
what actually matters. A Wealth of Common Sense clears the air, and gives
you the insight you need to become a smarter, more successful investor.

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO INVESTING IN EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS
HOW TO EARN HIGH RATES OF RETURN - SAFELY
Atlantic Publishing Company The growth of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)
in recent years alongside an unprecedented access to investment
resources by any individual with a computer has led to a major boost in the
market for many of these funds. According to recently released numbers
reported in the Chicago Tribune, there are more than $608 billion in assets
within ETFs, with almost $400 billion of that in domestically traded assets
an increase of almost 40 percent in one year. This book will provide for you
a complete guide to both understanding how to invest in Exchange Traded
Funds and to earn the highest possible rates of return without risking your
ﬁnancial future. You will learn why the ETF has become the next major
addition to essentially every casual trader s portfolio, oﬀering a viable
alternative to high-fee mutual funds and Wall Street infused stock trading.
You will discover the multiple ways in which you can build the stock equity
side of your portfolio, through large and small growth, sector investing,
international investing, and with specialized stock ETFs. In addition to
standard forms of ETFs, you will learn the various forms of Bond ETFs, Real
Estate Investment Trading ETFs, and Commodity ETFs for gold, silver, and
other precious metals. Also, you will discover why you should include a
mixture of non-ETF investments in your portfolio to remain diversiﬁed at all
times. A special section detailing a sample ETF portfolio and how yours
should be organized will help you understand the format and building
structure for ETF investments. The keys to buying and holding successfully,
a stark change from normal investment strategies, will help you learn what
ETFs do diﬀerently, while the listing of rule exceptions make it easy to
recognize when you will have even more options than you originally
expected. Through countless hours of interviews with ﬁnancial
professionals and newly independent traders like yourself, you will learn
exactly how ETFs are being used today to revolutionize the world of
personal ﬁnance, including retirement funding, education savings, and
portfolio diversiﬁcation. A list of commonly asked questions will ensure
that every possible question you currently have is taken care of and the
top ten mistakes that every new investor makes when starting with ETFs
will help keep you from increasing your risk. You will be shown the entire
corral of trading options at your disposal, both online and oﬄine, and how
Internet trading can help to increase your returns even further. The vital
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task of risk management is touched on repeatedly within each chapter,
while trading proﬁles help you understand which investments have been
most successful in recent years. For anyone getting ready to start trading
in the highly lucrative ETF market, this book is a must have tool. Atlantic
Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in Ocala,
Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company presidentâe(tm)s
garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to become a renowned resource for
non-ﬁction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such
as small business, healthy living, management, ﬁnance, careers, and real
estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, highquality manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, realworld examples, and case studies with expert advice. Every book has
resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or companies
discussed.

OFFICIAL GAZETTE OF THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK
OFFICE
TRADEMARKS
ADAPTIVE ASSET ALLOCATION
DYNAMIC GLOBAL PORTFOLIOS TO PROFIT IN GOOD TIMES - AND BAD
John Wiley & Sons Build an agile, responsive portfolio with a new approach
to global asset allocation Adaptive Asset Allocation is a no-nonsense howto guide for dynamic portfolio management. Written by the team behind
Gestaltu.com, this book walks you through a uniquely objective and
unbiased investment philosophy and provides clear guidelines for
execution. From foundational concepts and timing to forecasting and
portfolio optimization, this book shares insightful perspective on portfolio
adaptation that can improve any investment strategy. Accessible
explanations of both classical and contemporary research support the
methodologies presented, bolstered by the authors' own capstone case
study showing the direct impact of this approach on the individual
investor. Financial advisors are competing in an increasingly commoditized
environment, with the added burden of two substantial bear markets in the
last 15 years. This book presents a framework that addresses the major
challenges both advisors and investors face, emphasizing the importance
of an agile, globally-diversiﬁed portfolio. Drill down to the most important
concepts in wealth management Optimize portfolio performance with
careful timing of savings and withdrawals Forecast returns 80% more
accurately than assuming long-term averages Adopt an investment
framework for stability, growth, and maximum income An optimized
portfolio must be structured in a way that allows quick response to
changes in asset class risks and relationships, and the ﬂexibility to
continually adapt to market changes. To execute such an ambitious
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strategy, it is essential to have a strong grasp of foundational wealth
management concepts, a reliable system of forecasting, and a clear
understanding of the merits of individual investment methods. Adaptive
Asset Allocation provides critical background information alongside a
streamlined framework for improving portfolio performance.

IN PURSUIT OF THE PERFECT PORTFOLIO
THE STORIES, VOICES, AND KEY INSIGHTS OF THE PIONEERS WHO
SHAPED THE WAY WE INVEST
Princeton University Press How the greatest thinkers in ﬁnance changed
the ﬁeld and how their wisdom can help investors today Is there an ideal
portfolio of investment assets, one that perfectly balances risk and
reward? In Pursuit of the Perfect Portfolio examines this question by
proﬁling and interviewing ten of the most prominent ﬁgures in the ﬁnance
world—Jack Bogle, Charley Ellis, Gene Fama, Marty Leibowitz, Harry
Markowitz, Bob Merton, Myron Scholes, Bill Sharpe, Bob Shiller, and Jeremy
Siegel. We learn about the personal and intellectual journeys of these
luminaries—which include six Nobel Laureates and a trailblazer in mutual
funds—and their most innovative contributions. In the process, we come to
understand how the science of modern investing came to be. Each of these
ﬁnance greats discusses their idea of a perfect portfolio, oﬀering
invaluable insights to today’s investors. Inspiring such monikers as the
Bond Guru, Wall Street’s Wisest Man, and the Wizard of Wharton, these
pioneers of investment management provide candid perspectives, both
expected and surprising, on a vast array of investment topics—eﬀective
diversiﬁcation, passive versus active investment, security selection and
market timing, foreign versus domestic investments, derivative securities,
nontraditional assets, irrational investing, and so much more. While the
perfect portfolio is ultimately a moving target based on individual age and
stage in life, market conditions, and short- and long-term goals, the
fundamental principles for success remain constant. Aimed at novice and
professional investors alike, In Pursuit of the Perfect Portfolio is a
compendium of ﬁnancial wisdom that no market enthusiast will want to be
without.

MY FIRST HANDS-ON BIBLE
Tyndale Kids Presets eighty-ﬁve Bible stories from the Old and New
Testament, New Living translation, and includes special prayers and
activities for each story.

ETF INVESTING
CREATE PASSIVE INCOME AND RETIRE EARLY WITH ETF STRATEGY
Youcanprint ★ Investing in ETFs is easy once you understand the rules to
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the game and the options that are available to you. ★ The whole purpose of
this book is to allow the brand new investors in the world of ETFs to
become familiar with the way the system works so that you too can begin
to make proﬁt oﬀ of investing in this wonderful ﬁnancial product. Once
upon a time, ETFs were not as popular as they are now. Thanks to
technology and advancements in the investing world, you no longer have
to sit on the sidelines. You do not need to be a before you can take charge
of your ﬁnancial life. Now, with this book, you will know better than to
simply park your money in a bank account that gives you paltry interest
rates. You can ﬁnally learn the ﬁne art of making your money work for you
so that you can achieve the life of your dreams! Whether you are simply
looking to grow your money so you have more than enough to live oﬀ of
when you retire, or you're looking to build your portfolio so you can aﬀord
the things that matter to you, you can do no better than to invest in ETFs.
✔ In this book, you will learn the exact strategy you can use to make
yourself more and more money every day and to consistently capture the
bulk of market trends so your money grows, day in, day out.

BUSINESS LAW: TEXT & CASES - AN ACCELERATED COURSE
Cengage Learning Based on the longtime market-leader BUSINESS LAW:
TEXT AND CASES by Clarkson/Miller/Cross, this paperback text oﬀers an
aﬀordable solution for those looking for a concise one-semester text that
oﬀers in-depth treatment of today’s business law topics. Designed for the
contemporary one-semester course, BUSINESS LAW: TEXT AND CASES--AN
ACCELERATED COURSE provides the rigor and seriousness of a classic
black-letter law text with a brief nineteen-chapter table of contents. The
text combines the beneﬁts of a black-letter law approach with a strong
student orientation, making the law accessible, interesting, and relevant
for readers. An excellent assortment of included cases range from
precedent-setting landmarks to important recent decisions, and ethical,
global, e-commerce, digital, and corporate themes are integrated
throughout this edition. In addition, numerous critical-thinking exercises
challenge students to apply what they have learned to real-world issues.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

SERIOUS MONEY
STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT INVESTING FOR RETIREMENT
Does your stockbroker look out for your best interest? Not likely, says
author Rick Ferri. In his hard-hitting books, Ferri reveals Wall Streets
darkest secret: most stockbrokers and ﬁnancial advisors are not
investment wizards out to make you rich, but rather peddlers of expensive
investment products designed to make money from you, not for you. Ferri
exposes the dubious sales practices of brokers and other ﬁnancial
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consultants and explains why many of their recommendations are doomed
to fail. He then provides clear and useful advice that readers can use to
turn what they earn into a secure ﬁnancial future.

DIRECTORY OF PENSION FUNDS AND THEIR INVESTMENT MANAGERS
Largest pension and tax-exempt funds.

BUSINESS LAW: TEXT AND CASES
Cengage Learning Comprehensive and authoritative, yet reader-friendly,
Clarkson/Miller/Cross' BUSINESS LAW: TEXT AND CASES, 15E blends classic
black letter law with cutting-edge coverage of contemporary issues and
cases. This market-leading book oﬀers a strong reader focus designed to
make the law accessible, interesting, and relevant. Updated content and
features highlight today's latest developments in business law, while cases
range from precedent-setting landmarks to some of today's most important
recent decisions. The authors prioritize ethics with a unique ethical
decision-making framework. This edition also integrates global, ecommerce, digital, and corporate themes with insightful features, such as
Digital Updates that demonstrate how digital progress is aﬀecting the law.
Numerous examples, Case in Points and Concept Summaries further help
you apply the law to today's real issues. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
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